
ANALYSIS OF DISNEY PRINCESSES

We Did An In-Depth Analysis Of 21 Disney Female Leads . The most common job held by a Disney leading lady is
Princess â€” only two of the.

That was it. That is something we have yet to see in a disney movie: the princess coming to the rescue. Ariel
from Disney's The Little Mermaid Ariel seems to be a little more independent, and almost rebellious than the
earlier princesses. However, some of the female stereotypes still do appear in this movie. Jasmine fights for
what she wants and wants to be with who she loves. Tiana from Disney's Princess and the Frog Tiana is the
first dark skin princess featured in a Disney film. As a young girl, watching a movie where the prince falls in
love with you at first sight, instills the message that beauty is all that matters. After all, it is a fairy tale.
Surprisingly to me, at least! Previous to this, most princesses simply looked beautiful and that was enough to
entice young men to be interested. Rather, she challenges these views. I believe this is a positive thing for
young girls to learn, that they should marry who they want. What is it? Some could also make the claim that
the film could be suggesting the romantic connections involve more communication that the vocal. This movie
teaches girls that it is okay for men to be aggressive and abusive and despite how they treat you, you will love
them and take care of them. Most would argue they are generally more iconic than most of their male counter
parts. In the end, she gets her prince Aladdin and a happily ever after. She is obedient and never stands up for
herself to her evil step mother and step sisters. While Ariel was more well rounded that those that came before,
the plot of the film still leans towards suggesting superficial attributes towards feminine behavior and general
motivations. Rapunzel from Disney's Tangled Although the story of Rapunzel is the classic princess who
needs saving by a prince type of fairy tale, Disney manages to put a spin on this version in its recent movie
Tangled. Some of the gender stereotypes we see in society are still present in these three princesses. She even
lays her eyes upon a man for the first time and instantly falls in love with him. Merida from Disney's Brave It
seems like Disney is steering away from its traditional princess roles with this movie. Recent discussions have
brought up the notion that these characters and their respective films may have a negative impact on the young
viewers, male and female.


